In this work we consider deterministic oblivious k-k routing algorithm with buffer size O´kµ. Our main focus lie is the design of algorithms for dimensional n¢¡ ¡ ¡ ¢ n meshes, d 1. For these networks we present asym totically optimal O´k Ô n d µ step oblivious k-k routing algorithms for all k a d 1.
Introduction
The problem of routing packets through a network is fundamental to t of parallel computation. One of the best studied routing problems is th lem where each processor is source and destination of at most k packets routing problem. Many different approaches to solve this routing probl been studied, e.g. adaptive, hot-potato, cut-through, wormhole, fault-tole cal, etc. [1] . In oblivious routing the path of a packet is independent of the other packets. The path is determined only by the source and destination of the packet. This property of oblivious routing algorithms is interestin it allows one to design simple and hence practical algorithms. Furtherm of theoretical interest how fast it is possible to solve routing problems un restrictions. Hence oblivious routing was considered in several publicat [6, 5, 9] . It was shown that the simplicity of oblivious routing has its cos running time. In [5] Kaklamanis, Krizanc, and Tsantilas have shown th oblivious k-k routing algorithm on a network with N nodes and degree r least Ω´k ¡ Ô N rµ steps. One of the most studied parallel models with a fixed interconnection is the two-dimensional n ¢n mesh, in which which n 2 For the design of fast routing algorithms it is an important task to congestion on edges. In adaptive routing algorithms this can be done by c the paths with respect to the traffic on the edges. In oblivious routing alg the paths are fixed. So other methods have to be designed to avoid con In [2] congestion is avoided by controlling the flow of packets such that sufficient space between packets that have to be routed into the same r the mesh. The sufficient space between packets is achieved by sorting the with respect to their destination. Surprisingly it is possible to sort during o routing. In [4, 3] Iwama and Miyano reduced the running time of their a and presented the first asymptotically optimal O´nµ algorithms for the cas but it seems that there is a flaw in their proofs [8, 11] .
In [8] oblivious 1-1 routing algorithms with running time O´nµ w O´1µ buffers are presented for d 2. The algorithms transport the pa weakly-dimensional shortest paths from source to destination and wo out sorting. In [10] it is shown that it is impossible to achieve a runn of O´Ôn d µ for oblivious 1-1 routing for odd d 2 if weakly-dimensional paths are used.
In this paper we present an asymptotically optimal oblivious k-k ro gorithm for d-dimensional meshes, d 1. The algorithm solves the k-k problem in O´k Ô n d µ steps using O´kµ buffers per node. Up to now the bes algorithm for d 3 needs O´Ôn d log nµ steps for the case k 1 [10] . T k 1 was not considered so far in literature. The algorithm does not use or shortest paths. It has the benefit that it can also be applied to other net
Basic Definitions
Throughout the paper we write n℄ for the set 0 n 1 of integers. ´x 0
Mesh-Connected Networks
For a subset V of nodes of M d n we define the graph with node set V a set E d n x y x y ¾ V as the submesh induced by V .
Model of Computation
The processors (nodes) operate in a synchronous fashion and commun sending packets over bidirectional communication links (edges). We assu at most one packet can be transmitted in each direction in one step. In step, a processor receives a number of packets that are sent to it by neig processors in the previous step, perform some amount of internal comp and send a number of packets to neighboring processors. Packets that are and not send in the same step have to be stored in a buffer on the process
We assume that each packet consists of four fields, the message fi source address field, the destination address field, and additional informati For M d n the source and destination address field requires O´log nµ bits an strict the size of the additional information field to O´log nµ bits. During we allow that the additional information field of a packet is changed by a sor. All other fields of a packet are not allowed to be changed by a proces
Routing Problems
A routing problem on M d n can be described by a triple´P src dstµ, wh a set of packets, and src dst are mappings from P to V d n . In a routing ´P src dstµ each packet p ¾ P is loaded in node src´pµ initially and h sent to node dst´pµ. We call the node src´pµ (dst´pµ) source (destinatio A k-k routing problem is a routing problem in which each node is sou destination of at most k packets. In an oblivious routing algorithm the a packet depends only on its source and destination and is independent packets. A more formal definition of an oblivious routing algorithm can b in [11] .
In this paper we consider the number of steps required to route all pa their destination in the worst case. Furthermore we are interested in the bu of our algorithm. We define the buffer size of an algorithm as the maximal of packets that are located in any processor during any step of the executio algorithm. This includes packets that want to pass the processor. We assu a packet is absorbed when it reaches its destination. 
A. Osterloh: Optimal Oblivious Routing in D-Dimensional Meshe
The raw algorithm consists of the following steps:
(0) In all blocks: Do some preparations in the blocks.
(1) In all blocks: Transport the packets to the exit node of the block.
(2) Transport the packets from the exit nodes to the entry nodes.
(3) In all blocks: Let the packets enter the block via the entry nodes an port them to their destination.
Step (1) begins after all blocks have finished Step (0).
Step (2) begi the first packet in Step (1) reaches an exit node and ends when the last p
Step (1) reaches an exit node.
Step (3) begins when the first packet in reaches an entry node and ends when all packets have reached their desti
Steps (0), (1) and (3) are done in blocks. The blocks are connected su of M d n . So one-dimensional meshes can be embedded into the blocks.
We design the algorithms for steps (0), (1) and (3) using one-dim meshes. In the algorithm for the d-dimensional mesh these algorithms a lated by the blocks.
In Section 3.2 we repeat some well known results for the emulation dimensional meshes by other networks. In Section 3.3 we present two alg for one-dimensional meshes. The algorithm presented in Section 3.3.1 is
Step 1 and the algorithm of Section 3.3.2 is used in Step 3. In Section two algorithms are used in the oblivious k-k routing algorithm for d-dim meshes.
Emulation by One-Dimensional Meshes
It is well known that a one-dimensional mesh with n nodes can be embed any connected network with n nodes with dilation O´1µ, congestion O load 1 [7] . Furthermore, it is well known that, if an embedding of a network G network G 2 with congestion c, dilation d, and load 1 exists, a step by st lation of G 1 by G 2 with slowdown O´c · dµ exists, i.e., any T steps in G emulated in O´´c · dµT µ steps by G 2 . Furthermore, if G 1 and G 2 are of degree, i.e. the maximal degree of a node in the network does not incre its size, then any communication step in G 1 can be emulated in O´c · dµ G 2 using only a constant number of buffers on each node [12] . For the design of fast routing algorithms it is an important task to prev gestion on edges. In adaptive routing algorithms this can be done by choo paths of the packets with respect to the traffic on the edges. In oblivious algorithms the paths of packets are fixed. So other methods have to be d to avoid congestion. In the (raw) algorithm congestion occurs in Step (3 packets want to enter the blocks via the entry nodes while other packets edges in the blocks. We take precautions against the congestion in Ste
Step (1) . To handle the congestion we introduce classes for packets. Given are at most kn packets. There are at most k packets on a nod initially. The packets are stored in buffers numbered from 0 to k destination of the packets is to leave node n 1. Hence we add node n to M 1 n and a (directed) edge from n 1 to n.
The task is to route the packets such that for all classes c the fo holds: If two packets p 1 p 2 p 1 p 2 , of class c leave node n 1 in and t 2 , then t 1 t 2 g´cµ.
Note that we have to give the initial positions of the packets, the class packets and the values g´cµ, c a class, to describe an instance of the prob In the following algorithm a node i ¾ n℄ has a counter z c i for a clas packet of class c is stored on node i initially. Hence each node has at mos ters. These counters count time steps and work as guards for the transp of packets. A packet stored in a buffer begins is movement only if the of its class is large enough. We call a packet p stored in node i transpor z cl´pµ i g´cl´pµµ.
We assume that the class of a packet is stored in the additional info field and that each node knows g´cµ for all packets that are stored on t initially.
Algorithm Gap:
Step t 0, initialization: Note that the packets are not stored after they began to travel (on a path) towards node n. So a packet with source i that begins to travel reaches node n in step t · n i. There are at most k packets stored on a node and there is at most one pa passes a node in a step. So there are at most k · 1 packets on a node in a omit the rest of the proof of Lemma 1 here. It can be found in [11] . Proof Sketch. The first packet reach node n in step n. Let t 1 be the st the last packet arrives at node n and let c be its class. Let T : n t 1 time steps from n to t 1 and call a step t ¾ T empty if no packet arrives at t. We have t 1 n · 1 #p · #e, where #e is the number of empty steps i T is divided into #c subsets T 0 T #c 1 by the arrival of packets of clas
For i ¾ #c℄ let T i t 0 i t 1 i such that exactly one packet of class at n during T i . We choose T i such that the packet arrive in the last step step t 1 i . We further set t 0 0 n and t 0 i·1 t 1 i · 1 for i ¾ 1 #c 2 be the first packet that reaches node n. In T 0 there are no empty steps s For special cases we achieve optimal running times. 
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Step 3 of the Raw Algorithm: Dynamic Routing
In
Step (3) of the (raw) algorithm packets enter the blocks via entry node wards they are transported to their destination in the block. We model t dynamic routing problem on M 1 n . This technique was first presented in algorithm presented in this section solves the following problem, called routing on M 1 n :
For every node i ¾ n℄ an injector I i exists that creates α i packets an the created packets into the buffer of node i.
last packet is injected after T ¾ O´k ¼ µ steps. As in the previous se created packets have the destination to leave node n 1. Hence w add a virtual node n and an edge from n 1 to n to M 1 n .
The task is to route the packets to their destination.
Note that an instance of the problem is fully described by´α i µ i¾ n℄ an Algorithm Dynamic:
In the first T steps node i sends a packet to i · 1 if it is and has a packet in its buffer. Node i is enabled in step t ¾ N iff α 
, and i ¼ is enabled at least x f i ¼ times. So at most two packets ha stored in node i ¼ .
In step T there are at most two packets on a node and at most one p the leftmost node. After step T the nodes are enabled in every step. By in it follows that after T · 2i · 1 steps there are no more packets on a node
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The K-K Routing Algorithm for D-Dimensional Mes
For the algorithm we need a partitioning of M d n . Such a partitioning co three parts:
The source bl connected submeshes of M d n such that S i is the submesh induce and´V S i µ i¾ q℄ is a partitioning of V d n . In each block S i a node is with exit i . We call this node exit node (of block S i ). We denote the maximal number of nodes in a source block by s 1 , th mal number of nodes in a destination block by s 2 , and the maximal hei connection tree by s 3 . In Figure 1 an example for a partitioning of M 4 n is Each source and destination block is connected. Hence we are able t M 1 n into a block with n nodes. Using a step by step simulation any a designed for M 1 n can be performed on a block with slowdown O´1µ a additional buffers on each node (Theorem 1). In a step by step simulatio a static embedding an algorithm remains oblivious. So we can assume source and destination blocks are one-dimensional meshes.
r destination blocks D
0 D r 1 , D i ´V D i E D i µ, i ¾ r℄. Alsothe tion blocks are connected submeshes of M d n such that D i is the s induced by V D i and´V D i µ i¾ r℄ is a partitioning of V d n . In block D there are q nodes labeled with entry i 0 entry i q 1 . We call thes entry nodes (of block D i ) and node entry i j entry node of block D i f ets from block S j .
q rooted connection trees T
The definition of the partitioning allows that an edge is used by a sourc a destination block, and a connection tree. To avoid edge congestion, are transported in only one of these three structures in a step. Packets i blocks are transported in steps 0´mod 4µ, packets in connection trees ar in steps 1´mod 4µ, and packets in destination blocks are moved in 2´mod 4µ and 3´mod 4µ. In the algorithm two kinds of packets mov destination blocks. We call them phase 1 and phase 2 packets. These tw of packets compete for the edges in the destination blocks. To avoid con phase 1 packets move in steps 2´mod 4µ and phase 2 packets move 3´mod 4µ. If the source (destination) of packet p is in block S i (D j ), then sb (db´pµ : j). Furthermore we set n i j : max 0 m i j 1 , where m i j is t ber of packets p such that sb´pµ i and db´pµ j.
Algorithm KKOblivious:In the algorithm, we route packets on a cy node v to v in a block. This means (assuming the block has n nodes) the p transported from v to n 1, then from n 1 to 0, and finally from 0 back (i) In every source block S i , send every packet p on a cycle from s src´pµ. During this routing, every node s ¾ S i determine n sb´pµ counting, for p ¾ src 1´ s µ. Furthermore, in S i , for every destinati D j a packet p i j is chosen such that db´p i j µ j (if one exists). Afte cle, store n i j in the additional information field of p i j . Send packe it exists) to node dst´p i j µ along the following path: Route it from to V S i 1, then from V S i 1 to exit i . If p i j reaches exit i , route it to in D j using the connection path from S i to D j . In block D j route pa on a cycle from entry j i to entry j i . In the beginning of the cycle phase 1 packet until it reaches node 0 (In the case that entry j i is p i j is a phase 1 packet until it reaches node 0 for the second time wards p i j is a phase 2 packet. During the routing on a cycle p i j the value n i j to the nodes of 
The destination of all packets is to reach and leave node
If a packet reaches V D j 1 in dynamic routing, it travels th the cycle. It is a phase 1 packet until it reaches node 0, afterwa phase 2 packet. If the packet has completed the cycle it is rou destination, as in step (i), i.e., first to V D j 1, then to its des Figure 2 shows how a packet is routed by KKOblivious in M 4 n . S partitionings are defined in the next section, the figure is explained in mo in the next section.
Technical Details and Analysis of the Algorithm:
Step (i) of KKO realizes step (0) of the raw algorithm. In step (i) the values n i j needed routing and dynamic routing in step (ii) are calculated. Packets p i j transp to the destination blocks. To calculate n i j the packets are sent on a cy src´pµ to src´pµ. Since there are at most k packets on a node initially, thi done in O´ks 1 µ steps with O´kµ buffers per node. If in S i a packet with de in block D j exists, then one of these packets can be chosen to be the pa by setting a bit in the additional information field of the packet. This can during the cycle. The maximal length of a path of p i j is at most 2s 1 · s 3 · the way to the destination of p i j congestion can occur at the entry plac we give priority to packets within the destination block. So a packet is bl most ks 2 times. Therefore step (i) can be done in O´ks 1 · ks 2 · s 3 µ steps.
Now we bound the maximal number of packets in a node during the of p i j . A node belongs to one source and one destination block. Furthe belongs to at most 2d connection trees since any two connection trees disjoint and the maximal degree of a node in a d-dimensional mesh i most k packets are on a node initially. At most two additional packets can node in a source block S i , one on the way to node V S i 1 and one on th exit i . At most 2d additional packets can be in a node due to the connecti and five additional packets can be in a node in a destination block (on that waits in an an entry node, two phase 1 packets and two phase 2 p Therefore, at most O´kµ packets are on a node in a step.
Step (ii) starts after the end of step (i).
Step (ii.a) realizes step (1 raw algorithm. It ends when the last packet has reached an exit node. St realizes step (2) of the raw algorithm. It begins when the first packet re exit node in step (ii.a) and ends when the last packet reaches an entry node step (ii.c) realizes step (3) of the raw algorithm. It begins when the firs reaches an entry node and ends when all packets have reached their desti
We begin with an analysis of step (ii.a). First note that the packet routing in S i travel from a node v in direction of node V S i 1 and after gap they travel in the other direction, i.e., from V S i 1 to exit i . So no edge co within S i occurs. Since max g i´j µ ¡n i j j ¾ r℄ 2ks 2 for all i ¾ q℄, it by Lemma 2 that gap routing in S i can be done in at most V S i · k V S i · 2k max s 1 s 2 ¾ O´k´s 1 · s 2 µ steps and O´kµ buffers.
All packets of S i leave S i via exit i and travel to the entry nodes u connection tree. Remember that exit i is the root of the tree, the entry n nodes of the tree and that any two trees are edge disjoint. So no edge co within the trees in step (ii.b) occurs. Since the maximal height of a tree i last packet reaches an entry node in step (ii.b) after
Now we analyze step (ii.c). In (ii.c) phase 1 and phase 2 packets trave the destination block. Since phase 1 and phase 2 packets travel in differe no edge congestion occurs. There are two kinds of phase 1 packets in D j : packets involved in dynamic routing and phase 1 packets that have finis namic routing. The packets in dynamic routing travel towards node V the other packets travel towards node 0. So no edge congestion occurs. packets moving towards node V D j 1 can be packets on a cycle and traveling to their destination. A packet on a cycle reaching its entry nod diately begins to travel to its destination. So no edge congestion occurs. packets moving towards node 0 are packets moving to their destination. congestion can occur. In (ii.c) an instance of dynamic routing in D j j solved. We check, whether we have a valid instance of gap routing. Exa packets from S i enter D j via entry node entry j i . Altogether ∑ i¾ q℄ n i j enter D j . Due to gap routing in step (ii.a) two packets of S i reach entr a time gap of at least ¦ ks 2 n i j § . So at most one packet is injected into in ¦ ks 2 n i j § ¦ ∑ i¾ q℄ n i j n i j § consecutive steps. As seen above the las reaches an entry node after T : O´k´s 1 · s 2 µ · s 3 µ steps. Hence we hav instance of dynamic routing. Due to Lemma 3 the last packet reaches
After dynamic routing, a packet has to travel to node 0, then back to node and finally to its destination (using the edges of the block). This is a length O´s 3 µ. Hence the last packet reaches its destination after O´k´s 1 · steps.
Now we bound the maximal number of packets in a node in step ( can be done analogously to step (i). There are O´kµ packets in a node du routing in the source blocks, at most 2d ¾ O´1µ packets due to the routin connection trees, and O´1µ packets due to the routing in the destination Therefore, at most O´kµ packets are on a node in a step (ii).
This yields Proof. We store the value n i j in the additional information field. Note th k min s 1 s 2 . Hence O´log k min s 1 s 2 µ bits are needed. We are able to the size to O´log min s 1 s 2 µ. To do so, we send n i j min s 1 s 2 in by using up to k packets. The (worst case) running time is not affecte O-notation), but we have to store up to k packets in an entry node in Nevertheless the buffer size remains O´kµ.
Partitioning of D-Dimensional Meshes
In the previous section we developed a k-k routing algorithm for M d n a that a partitioning of M d n in source blocks, destination blocks, and co trees exists. The running time of the algorithm depends on s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , and s 1 is the maximal number of nodes in a source block, s 2 is the maximal of nodes in a destination block, and s 3 is the maximal height of a co tree. By Corollary 2 we know, that KKOblivious has an asymptotically In Figure 2 the path of a packet with source node s and destination n shown. On the left side the cycle in step (i) is shown. It is possible that travels to its destination in step (i) or in step (ii) of the algorithm. In both c paths are equal. The path is shown on the right side. We assume that th travels in step (ii) and show the subpaths in S 0 , T 0 , and D 2 . 
The Result
A lower bound for the running time of an oblivious k-k routing algor M d n is Ω´kn d 2 µ [5] . For d 1 oblivious k-k routing can be done in O´k using O´kµ buffers per node by an algorithm using shortest paths and the destination first queueing strategy [13] . 
Conclusion
In this work we present an asymptotically optimal k-k routing algorithm f d 1, with buffer size O´kµ. The used technique can also be applied networks for which a suitable partitioning exists. In [11] we applied it to networks and achieved asymptotically optimal k-k routing algorithms wi size O´kµ for all OTIS-G networks where G is a connected graph of fixed One reason why oblivious routing algorithms are considered is their ity. Here the question how simple the paths could be designed is of inter paths used by our algorithm are not shortest paths. It is an open problem it is possible to design an O´kn d 2 µ step k-k routing algorithm for M d n , d uses shortest paths and has buffer size O´kµ. The result of [10] shows that possible to use shortest paths with a minimal number of bends.
